Midmark RTLS + Primex: Powerful, Real-Time Data to
Optimize and Protect Your Investments
The investments you make as a hospital or health system are costly, whether it be vaccines and tissue samples or IV pumps
and wheelchairs. Maintaining these valuable assets is critical to preventing the costly waste of resources and delivering safe,
timely and effective patient care. Midmark RTLS and Primex have partnered with this goal in mind: to help hospitals and health
systems optimize and protect their investments.
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Primex OneVue Sense™ helps protect
your facility and sensitive materials
while improving safety and patient
care. Set custom threshold and
alerting parameters to continuously
collect and store data of each device
throughout the facility and be notified
by text message, email or phone call
to address out-of-range alerts. Primex
OneVue Sense™ keeps comprehensive
monitoring data and reports at hand
for easy access, especially when you
need to demonstrate compliance to
applicable regulations and accrediting
agencies.
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OneVue Sense™, viewed through Midmark RTLS Enterprise View®, provides users
real-time alerts of any changes in environmental conditions, keeping your vaccines,
medications and facility safe.
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LOCATE + MANAGE
EQUIPMENT WITH
MIDMARK RTLS
Ensure you can find equipment
anytime, anywhere to improve
utilization and decrease inventory
shrinkage. Midmark’s real-time locating
system (RTLS) technology not only
tracks assets, it also enhances staff
safety and improves patient flow.

Why choose Midmark RTLS + Primex?
The answer is simple: you don’t need to sacrifice quality in either of these critical solutions to achieve ease of support and
purchasing. Choose the RTLS that expands from asset tracking to patient flow, and the environmental monitoring solution that
automates data logging across your facilities.
Together, Midmark RTLS and Primex provide a partnership of best-in-class solutions, available through a single source—a local,
trusted System Integrator. As a certified dealer of both Primex and Midmark RTLS, your System Integrator serves as your local
point of contact for sales, service and support.
Leveraging Midmark for RTLS and Primex for environmental monitoring can help your facility reduce waste, improve safety and
realize significant financial savings. Take measures to start protecting and optimizing your facility’s valuable investments today.

Visit primexinc.com/onevue-sense to learn more about the Primex OneVue Sense™ monitoring solutions.
Visit midmark.com/asset to learn more about Midmark RTLS for asset tracking and inventory management.
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